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B: Sound Business Models
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RISE
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A: BIPV Project database 2.0

E: Dissemination
All
Scope for Task 15- BIPV target in 2020

- Lower amount of prototypes or “one off” solutions but a higher market penetration → 10% of the total PV market
- Price range 1.0-1.6 compared to BAPV
Some general conclusions so far

To get BIPV moving, we need to:

• Bring down the costs
• Create awareness and have building contractors, their suppliers and the solar business more engaged with each other in real projects
• Develop dedicated business models that makes BIPV profitable to the suppliers and to new stakeholders that facilitate BIPV implementation
• Remove some remaining barriers such as unclear building codes
Most important: Get together, create demo projects, be frustrated, collect experience and do it again, a bit better… and again…

Wish you all a fruitful and inspiring seminar!

www.iea-pvps.org/index.php?id=task15

Peter.kovacs@ri.se